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[slide 1] Welcome to Part 2 of the DLM Science Module 2: Science and Engineering Practices. 

[slide 2] After completing this module, teachers will be able to identify how science and engineering 
practice skills are connected to DLM ELA and math Essential Elements (EEs). 

[slide 3] In this section, we will look at how science and engineering practices relate to English language 
arts and math.  

 [slide 4] When students engage in the science and engineering practices they use skills that were 
learned in ELA and math.  

 [slide 5] This Venn diagram shows how the science and engineering practices relate to ELA and math 
content. The science and engineering practices that build on math skills are on the left side of the 
diagram. Analyzing and interpreting data and using math and computational thinking are two practices 
that primarily integrate skills from math. The science and engineering practices that build on ELA skills 
are on the right side of the diagram. Developing and using models, engaging in argument from evidence, 
and obtaining, evaluating and communicating information are three practices that primarily integrate 
skills from ELA. The science and engineering practices that build on both ELA and math skills are in the 
overlapping region of the Venn diagram. Asking questions and defining problems, planning and carrying 
out investigations, and constructing explanations and designing solutions are three practices that 
integrate skills from both ELA and math.  

[slide 6] In the module, we will look at examples of Essential Elements and demonstrate how specific 
practices in those Essential Elements are related to the skills students are learning in ELA and math. It is 
important to note that the science EEs are in grade bands, while ELA and math EEs exist for each grade 
level. Before we can make connections between DLM science and DLM ELA and math, we need to know 
how the grade bands relate to the grade levels. DLM science has three grade bands. The three grade 
bands correspond to grade levels as shown in the diagram. Elementary school corresponds to grade 
levels 3, 4, and 5. Middle school corresponds to grade levels 6, 7, and 8. Finally, high school corresponds 
to grade levels 9, 10, 11 and 12. In the next few slides, we will look at examples of Essential Elements 
and show how specific practices in those Essential Elements are related to the skills students are 
learning in ELA and math.  

[slide 7] The first example shows how the science and engineering practice of developing and using 
models connects to ELA. A science EE for this practice at the elementary level is to “create a model to 
describe that energy in animals' food was once energy from the Sun.” A model might include diagrams, 
physical graphs, or replicas. EE.RL.4.7 is an ELA EE that helps students build skills needed to create 
models. This EE states to “make connections between the text representation of a story and a visual, 
tactual, or oral version of a story.” The ELA and science EEs both require students to make connections 
between representations. In this way, the science practice of developing and using models used in 
creating models to represent science concepts builds on the ELA skill of making connections between 
representations. This connection creates opportunities for integrating science teaching with ELA. The 
science EE document does not list all possible connections to ELA and math. Teachers may identify other 
connections to integrate science with ELA and math. 
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[slide 8] ELA skills are used in science when students develop and use models. 

[slide 9] Next, we’ll look at an example of a science and engineering practice that connects with DLM 
math. This practice is using math and computational thinking. The example high school EE states, “Use a 
graphical representation to explain changes over time in the population size of an animal species.” Math 
EEs that utilize similar skills include EE.S-ID.1-2 (given data, construct a simple graph or table, and 
interpret the data) and EE.S-ID.3 (interpret general trends on a graph or chart). Math and science EEs 
require students to interpret data presented in a graph. In this way, the science EE requires students to 
use graphs to explain changes over time in population, which builds on the math skill of interpreting 
graphs. This connection creates opportunities for integrating science teaching with math. 

[slide 10] Math skills are used in science when students use mathematics and computational thinking, 
demonstrating how the EEs make connections between content areas. 

[slide 11] Finally, we look at an example of a science and engineering practice that connects to both the 
math and ELA content areas. The science EE states, “Interpret data to show that environmental 
resources influence growth of organisms.” This EE targets the practice of constructing explanations and 
designing solutions. In this EE, the focus is on constructing an explanation for how environmental 
resources affect growth. The math EE states, “Compare two sets of data within a single data display such 
as a picture graph, line plot, or bar graph.” This math EE supports students making connections between 
data on growth of organisms and data on environmental resources. The ELA EE states, “Write claims 
about topics or texts.” This ELA EE supports students constructing explanations that connect evidence to 
inferences, such as the evidence about growth and resources to the inference that resources affect 
growth in a specific way. For this science EE, students interpret data and use the data to support an 
explanation that growth is affected by resources. To master this skill, students need to learn to interpret 
graphs in math and to write claims about topics or texts in ELA. In the module quiz you will practice 
using the Venn diagram and matching science EEs to appropriate supporting EEs in ELA and math.  

[slide 12] ELA and math skills are used in science when students construct explanations and design 
solutions.  

[slide 13] Thank you for completing Part 2 of Module 2: Science and Engineering Practices. For more 
information, go to http://www.dynamiclearningmaps.org.  
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